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Chapterr 2 

Time-Resolvedd Photometry Using A 
CCD D 

S.. B. Howell and G. H. Jacoby 

Publ.Publ. Astron. Soc. Pac, 1986, 98, 802 

A B S T R A C T T 

Wee present, resul ts from a techn ique to obta in t ime-resolved pho tome t ry using a ( 'CD 

ass a detector. Two me thods are descr ibed: one is best for br ighter ob jects (V < \2) when 

goodd t ime resolut ion is needed, the other for fainter sources (V > 10) with modera te t ime 

resolut ion.. T he findings 'presented show that within the regimes discussed, a CCD can do 

ass well as or be t ter than a convent ional pho tometer. 

2.11 I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Stel larr pho tomet ry with a ( 'CD is certainly not a new idea. Schild and Kent 11!),SI ). for 

example,, have shown that using a CC\) in a d i r e c t - i m p i ng mode can yield results near I ' / in 

p i ,o tometr icc accuracy. Walker (19«-,j has shown that for bright s tars using stra ight forward 

techniques,, he can achieve accuracies of bet ter than 0 .2 ' /. Both of these studies show thai 

convent ionall  pho tome t ry with ( 'CDs can compete with pho tome t ry using photo.nult ipl iers. 

2:] 2:] 
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Ourr methods are based on using the CCD frames for differential photometry rather 

thann absolute photometry. We therefore ran observe on nonphotometric nights and without 

thee use of calibrated standards, although absolute photometry is possible when photometric 

conditionss prevail. 

Wee present below results of a program to study the effective use of CCDs as photometers 

inn unconventional modes. Two methods of use are discussed. Both offer good time resolution, 

pluss a fainter magnitude limi t than is possible with photomultipliers. In Section 2.2 we 

describee the methods used and in Section 2.3 we present the results. 

2.22 Observational Techniques 

Wee have investigated two approaches to the problem of obtaining time-resolved pho-

tometryy with CCDs. These are trailing of the stellar images along columns of the CCD, and 

repeatedd exposures of a stellar field. Both should be easy to implement at ('CD-equipped 

sites.. A third method-clocking the charges rather than trailing the telescope-was not inves-

tigatedd due to the complexities of the data acquisition. 

2.2.11 Trailing 

Thee first method consists of trailing a group of stellar images along columns of the CCD 

att a rate1 of several seconds of time per pixel. The trailing was accomplished via manipulation 

off  the telescope tracking rate and by aligning the columns of the CCD in an east-west fashion. 

Beforee the trailed exposure was taken, a single, untrailed frame was obtained to use as 

ann identification chart and also to measure the positional offsets of the star images which 

aree needed later for the extraction process. The rate of the trailing is determined by several 

factors,, all of which influence the final precision of the data. These are: the stellar magnitude 

off  the program star and the comparisons, the required time resolution, and the sky conditions, 

thee last of these being the most difficult to judge. Our experience shows that this technique 

workss best for relatively bright (V < 12) objects or stars where the time resolution needed 

iss faster than 10-1 o seconds and which are observed with dark skies. 

Thee extraction of the stellar trails would be a simple task if the column alignment were 

perfectt and the sky levels were flat. In our tests, these conditions were not always met, and 

aa procedure more complicated than simply averaging columns was required. In addition, 

ann optimum extraction requires that the data from each column be weighted according to 
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thee photon flux as it fades away from the s tar t ra i l - r idge l ine. For this example, the IRA F 

reduct ionn facil ity designed to ext ract echelle spec t ra was used to t race the star trai ls and 

buildd a m ap of the trail r idges for each s tar of interest. Ext rac t ion then consists of averaging 

thosee pixels and part ial pixels about the trail r idge which extend to -A prcd<.t,.nn",T,<.,! fall-off 

levell  on e i ther side and subt rac t ing the background level. The paramete rs to opt imize this 

proceduree (e.g., fall-off level, weight ing of the pixels away from the ridge) can affect the final 

qual i tyy of the da ta, but for these ' investigations were relat ively un impo r tant compared to the 

effectss of the br ight sky. 

Sincee all t rai ls are ex t rac ted using identical pa ramete rs, and the OCD behaves in a l inear 

fashionn over the light level regime of interest, all ex t rac ted trai ls f luctuate identical ly with 

var iat ionss in t ransparency and seeing. In pract ice, the fact that the (.'CD pixels have finit e 

d imens ionss impl ies that if the seeing disk is undersamp led, the t rack ing of the var iat ions wil l 

onlyy be an approx imat ion because each t ime sample for the program and reference stars wil l 

bee averaged over different fract ions of adjacent pixels. For the observat ions descr ibed in this 

paper,, t he pixel size is no larger than the half width at half m a x i m um of the seeing disk. 

Afterr ex t rac t ing the co lumns and cornuut i n̂  an average for the co lumns the vectors of 

intensi t iess from each s tar must be coaligned. T he pre l im inary exposure in which the s tars are 

unt ra i ledd is used to de te rm ine the centers of each s tar of in terest. The row value of the s tar 

centerss is used to generate shifts of the co lumn vectors and all t he vectors are in terpo la ted 

ontoo a common grid. The first pixel of each vector now corresponds to an observat ion at the 

firstt t ime samp le. 

Too correct t he observat ions of the program star for var iat ions in t ransparency and seeing, 

thee p rogram star vector is divided by the vector of ano ther br ight s tar (or reference s tar) 

inn the field or by an average of the vectors of several s tars. T he vector of a th i rd star 

iss also div ided by the reference s tar vector as a control to verify that, the reference star 

wass unvary ing. T he resul tant divisions represent the t ime-ser ies light curves of t he s tars of 

interest. . 

I tt is highly desirable that the reference s tar be br ighter than the program star so that 

photonn s ta t is t ics of the reference star do not degrade the precision of the photomet ry. Be-

causee of the l inear na tu re of the detector, the ext rac t ion process includes the same fraction 

off  light, at each t ime sample from the program star and the reference star. Thus, if the seeing 

deter io ra tes,, a smal ler fraction of the total light wil l be ex t rac ted for that moment from both 

starss in such a way that the relat ive br ightness is ma in ta ined, a l though the photon noise wil l 

increase. . 

Theree are some caveats that go along with this me thod. As ment ioned above, the exl rac-
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tionn process can he somewhat, complex and time consuming. While the trailed integration is 

progressing,, sky builds up on the entire frame for the total trailed integration time. Thus the 

skyy contribution from each time sample adds to all time samples. Also, any seeing changes 

thatt occur during the exposure may result in a degradation of time resolution as the image is 

spreadd across a differing number of pixels. Additionally, the maximum duration of the series 

iss limited by the column length of the chip. And the program star trail may become crowded 

byy the trail from another as the trails grow. The major advantage of this technique is that 

thee time resolution can be substantially shorter than one second. Also, a single frame will 

containn all the needed information so that the amount of data recorded is relatively small. 

2.2.22 Repeated Exposures 

Thee second method involves taking repeated short exposures of a particular star field 

containingg the star(s) of interest. Other stars in the frame provide comparisons that are 

usedd in the reduction process. Each exposure is passed through an automatic -aperture -

photometryy routine (slightly modified version of the normal KPNO Mountain Photometry 

Code),, which reduces the data as if it were from a multistar photometer to produce instru-

mentall  magnitudes for all the stars of interest. Differential magnitudes can be computed 

relativee to a reference star and a control star. 

Thee setup procedure for this method is relatively simple. Once the field of interest is 

foundd by taking an exposure, the program star(s) and at least two other stars that can serve 

ass comparisons are placed in areas on the CCD that will allow accurate aperture photometry, 

i.e.,, kept away from edges and bad pixels. Once this is done, the telescope is put into an 

autoguidingg mode arid a sequence of exposures is started. 

Theree are. however, a few parameters that must be considered-the area of the CCD to 

bee read out, ihe effective size of the pixels, and the integration time plus dead time. The 

deadd time arises due to the delay required to read the chip and store the data. 

Somee implementations of CCD electronics allow a selective readout of the pixels on the 

chip.. To reduce the readout time, it 'is advantageous to read only those pixels containing 

starss of interest. Our implementation requires that a single rectangle of pixels be read, but 

multiplee regions surrounding multiple stars cannot be read. Depending on the size and shape 

off  the field of interest, it may be useful to read a subset of the CCD in this fashion to improve 

dataa throughput. 

Ourr implementation also provides the ability to sum pixels into ''superpixels" prior to 

readoutt by adding charges from adjacent rows and columns. On-chip pixel summing yields a 
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gainn in signal-to-noise ratio, hut reduces spatial resolution. This trade-off must IK- balanced 

againstt the total number of pixels that wil l be in a given star image as accurate centering 

duringg reductions is vital to the final photometric precision. 

II  .ie integration time self*  leu is a compromise between time resolution and signal-to-

noisee ratio for the star of interest. The signal-to-noise ratio is also dependent on the condition 

off  the sky. As with any periodicity measurement, the choice of integration time plus readout 

deadd time must be appropriate to sample the expected variations. 

Thee principal advantage of the repeated exposure method is that it can be used on faint 

starss (V > 15) provided that the required time resolution is no less than about 15 seconds. 

Thiss is possible because the two-dimensional characteristics of the detector are used to better 

definee the sky level, and the analyzing aperture can be chosen to be much smaller than that 

usedd in conventional photometry. This makes this technique ideal for programs such as 

findingfinding faint, short-period variables. 

Anotherr advantage is that the sky condition need not be photometric If it is not, only 

aa slight loss in time resolution, due to longer integrations, is experienced. Section 2..'J wil l 

showw that the accuracy of the method is not affected by cloudy conditions. A secondary 

advantagee is that the technique is insensitive to deviations from flat spatial response across 

thee chip, so that this processing step may be omitted assuming the images of the stars do 

nott wander, as during a well-guided series of exposures. 

AA potential disadvantage is that many CCD frames are generated, and if on-line reduc-

tionn software is not available, a considerable storage problem may exist. A second disadvan-

tagee is that the dead time of several seconds limit s the time resolution to no less than about 

100 seconds, so that true high-speed photometry programs are excluded. 

2.33 Resu l ts 

Ann observational log for the data used to test the two methods is given in Table 2.1. The 

nightt of 19S5 February 27 was extremely poor, characterized by continuous clouds, bright 

moon,, and moderate, but steady, seeing at about 1.7 arc sec. The night of I 9«S5 August M) 

wass much better, having littl e cloud cover and good seeing at about 1.2 arc sec The results 

fromm the two techniques are described below. 
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2.3.11 Trailing 

Ass a lest of this method, we applied it to the cataclysmic variable ( Geminorum (Mum-

fordd l!)nl ; Krzeminski 1905) which has a V magnitude of ~ 14.5. Our observations were 

obiainedd at the KIW O No. 1 0.9-m telescope using the T13 CCD with the image being 

trailedd along columns. Forty minutes of observation were obtained during a period in the 

lightt curve of the star of relatively constant brightness (phase 0.33 to 0.49). The image trails 

extendd over 3120 pixels so each pixel represents about 7.5 seconds. Due to seeing, the time 

resolutionn was about 15 seconds. 

Thee trails of V- Clem, a reference, and a control star in the same field were extracted 

usingg ihe previously, discussed method and software available within IRAK, A reproduction 

off  the star-trailed image is shown in Figure 2.1. 

AA plot of the extracted raw light curve for U Gem is shown in Figure 2.2(a). It is clear 

thatt the variations in the raw light curve extend over a 1.5 magnitude range, but this is 

largelyy due to passing clouds. Although the seeing was generally steady, we would expect 

thatt over the small field of the CCD any seeing variations would be similar for the program 

andd reference stars (separated by 110 arc sec) and would cancel during the reductions. 

Inn addition to U Gem, two other stars in the field were chosen as a reference and a 

control.. The reference star is about one magnitude brighter than U Gem, but the control is 

aa magnitude fainter. The light curve (in magnitudes) of the reference was subtracted from 

thee light curves of the other two stars. Figure 2.2(b) shows the resulting curve for V Gem 

whichh indicates a gradual decline of about 0.3 magnitude, a reasonable variation for this star 

duringg the phase of observation. The curve for the control star shows nearly a constant curve 

withh an rms deviation of less than 0.1 magnitude (the estimate for the uncertainty in these 

observations)) until about 32 minutes into the integration and then a slight rise of about 0.1 

magnitude.. Note the increase in noise and a slight rise in the curve in Figure '2.2(b) beyond 

thiss point which is due to poor photon statistics during the passage of clouds. The slight 

risee can be understood as a problem in the flat field response1 of the chip which may be due 

Tablee 2.1: Observing Log 
Star r 

11 Gem 

AMM CVn 

ZZZ ('et 

I TT Date 

277 Feb <S5 

277 Feb No 

300 Aug Nó 

Kil l 

H H 

H H 

V V 

ter r Fxpp (s) 

2400 0 
32X00 0 

2.SXS0 0 

Do o 

--

10 0 

17 7 

ad d timee (s )) Ext (mags) 

1.5 5 

1.3 3 

0.5 5 

11 a 

0.1 1 

0.010 0 

0.004 4 
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Fig.. 2.1.— Print of a CCD frame showing the trailed exposures of U Gem and a reference 

star.. Total exposure time is 40 minutes. Notice the variations in the trails, especially toward 

thee bottom of the frame, as clouds pass by. These variations are largely eliminated when 

dividedd by the trail of the reference star. This CCD has two bad columns evident near the 

centerr and left of the frame, and many hot pixels in the lower right corner. These defects 

limi tt the usefulness of the technique since star trails may fall across the defective regions. 
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100 15 20 25 30 35 
Timee (minutes) 

Fig.. 2.2. — (a) A plot of raw instrumental intensity as a function of time for U Gem after 

extractingg the star trail. The variations are due to clouds having effects up to 1.5 mag. 

Thiss graph is actually in linear intensity levels, but a magnitude scale has been added for 

convenience,, (b) The derived light curve for U Gem after division by the curve for the 

referencee star. The slow decline is as expected for the observed phase, except for the slight 

risee near the end of the observed period which we attr ibute to poor flat fielding of the chip 

response. . 
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too the changing color of the sky with the clouds as compared with the dome flat projector 

whichh in t roduces a noni latness in the spatial response of the detector. 

Wee conc lude that this mode of operat ion results in a good correction for the effecls of 

thee c lomk in within the ant ic ipated photon .s ta t i s t ic (as ind ica l rd in "iaide 2.Ï) and the 

l imit ss of the observat ional and reduct ional techni(| i ies. 

2 .3 .22 R e p e a t e d E x p o s u r e s 

Onn the same night as 1.' (Jem was observed, we also observed AM Canum Yenat icornm 

( == HZ 29, V' = 1-1.2). This star is a short period (0.0121 bo day or ~ INm'm) system with 

ann irregular period varying by ~ (i'/i and variable amp l i t ude usually near 0.1 magn i t ude 

(seee Warner and Robinson 1972). Wi t h such a. short period and the cloudy condi t ions, we 

decidedd to take 32 frames of one-minu te exposure each. We used the TI 3 ( 'CD in a 1 / 1 

on-chipp pixel s u m m i ng mode with a dead t ime of 10 seconds between frames. The clouds 

causedd about 1.3 magn i tudes of ext inct ion and the sky background was high. 

A l terr reducing the frames as descr ibed in Section 2.2, we de te rmined the relat ive mag-

n i tudess of the var iable and several compar ison s tars. F igure 2.3(a) shows a plot of raw 

magn i tudess as a function of t ime for AM CVn. Note the effect of clouds in this plot. F igure 

2.3(b)) shows the results for AM CVn after the reference star has been subt rac ted Th is shows 

thee change in B magn i t ude between AM CVn and the reference star as a function of t ime 

off  observat ion. We also note that our compar ison s tar was checked for variabi l i ty a n d / or 

biasingg by compar ison with other stars on the frames and none was found. 

Thee resul ts on AM CVn and on the compar ison stars were then run through a per iod-

findingg p rog ram (modif ied version of Morbey 1971). For the compar ison stars no period was 

found,, whereas for AM CVn a best-fit per iod was found at 0.012165  0.00002 day. Keeping 

thee i r regular i ty of th is s tar in mind, we have marked on Figure 2.3(b) the calculated t imes 

off  m i n i m um as found from using the epoch given by Warner and Robinson (1972). 

Thee photon stat is t ics for AM CVn suggest internal errors of 0.00") to 0.01Ö m a g n i t u de 

depend ingg on the cloud cover. These agree well with t he rms deviat ions of the light r u m - of 

thee control s tar which was typical ly about 0.010 magn i t ude. T he resultant curve varies over 

0.0;; m a g n i t u de and at a rate which is in ex t remely good agreement with other measurements 

off  t he per iod. We conclude that even under highly adverse condi t ions, these observat ions 

providee re lat ive measurements near the V'A level. 

Again,, using the method of repeated exposure pho tomet ry, we observed the star ZZ 

Cetii  (= ROTS. Stover ft. 1980). which is a v ibrat ing wh i te dwarf of V' = 11.1. with per iods 
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Fig.. '2.3.— (a) A plot of raw instrumental magnitude as a function of time for AM CVn. 

Thee dips and variations arc due to clouds having effects up to 1.3 mag. (b) The derived light 

curvee for AM ('Vn. The double humped structure is clearly seen; arrows mark the predicted 

minimaa based on the ephemeris of Warner and Robinson (1972). 
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Fig.. 2.4.— (a) A plot of raw instrumental magnitude as a function of time for ZZ Ceti. 

Althoughh nearly a photometric night, a few thin clouds are evident, (b) The derived light 

curvee of ZZ Ceti. Although the data are marginally sampled for the period of 213 seconds, the 

variationss are clearly seen as well as a "beating" between the sampling periods (97 seconds) 

andd that of the star, (c) A plot of the difference in magnitudes between the reference star 

andd a third "check'" star indicates that the clouds are eliminated. The photometric precision 

iss better then 0.004 mag, very similar to that expected from photon statistics. 
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off  ~ 213 and ~ 27-1 seconds, and an amplitude of 0.01 magnitude. (Actually each of these 

periodss is a closely spared pair of periods with separations of 0.5 second which is very difficult 

too resolve unless one lias a long time base of observations.) For this object, the data were 

againn taken with the No. 1 0.9-m telescope and the KPNO T12 (-CD in a 2x 2 on-chip pixel 

.summingg mode. Because the sky transparency exhibited up to 0.5 magnitude of extinction 

andd our object was approximately 30° from the full moon, we adopted a relatively long 

exposuree time (80 seconds), and took 27 frames with the dead time between frames being 

17.55 seconds. 

Inn Figure 2.4(a), we show the behavior of ZZ Cet in raw instrumental magnitudes. 

Figuree 2.1(b) shows the difference of the ZZ Cet light curve and the reference star while 

Figure,, 2.1(c) shows the variations of a control star. Note the different vertical scales used 

mm Figure 2.4. The value of uncertainty (the rms deviation) for the data in Figure 2.4(c) is 

0.00388 which we take as an indication of our photometric accuracy. 

Thee data in Figure 2.4(b) were passed through the period-finding program mentioned 

earlier.. The results for ZZ Cet show a power spike at 213.42 (= 0.002470 day)  1.3 seconds. 

Thee error quoted for this period derives from the assumption that the power spectrum near 

itss peak has a Gaussian distribution. The value of (FWHM) was then measured and by 

usingg the relation V/a — 2.35 for a Gaussian, we solved for a. Our data were searched for 

thee secondary period of 273 seconds but showed no evidence for it. This is no doubt due to 

ourr limited sampling time of 45 minutes and the fact that this period is not always evident 

inn the data (Lasker and Hesser 1971). 

2.44 Conc lus ions 

Wee have shown that it is possible to obtain high-precision relative photometry of variable 

starss using a C('I) detector under nonphotometric conditions. W'e prefer the method of re-

peatedd exposures provided that time resolutions less than about 10 seconds are not required. 

AA real detect ois, such as ('CDS. provide fainter limiting magnitudes than can be achieved 

withh classical photomultipliers because of the advantages of better sky determination, the 

usee of a much smaller simulated aperture and consequent reduced sky contamination, and 

simultaneouss observation of many reference stars in the field. 

Forr example, in a recent run at the KPNO No. 1 0.9-m, we observed stars as faint 

ass V = 18.5 with time resolutions of 3 minutes and a photometric accuracy better than 

0.044 magnitude (see Fig. 2.5). These observations would have been difficult using classical 

photometricc methods with a large telescope in the 3-m to 5-m meter class, but are routine 

noww on small telescopes using ('CDS. 
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Fig.. 2 .5.— An "at t he telescope'1 plot from a recent run for the difference between the 

referencee star and the suspected variable AW Gem (V=18 .5 ). To use the software package 

att the telescope, the user is only required to place the image display cursor on the suspected 

variable,, t he reference star, and a check star to generate the curve. T he pho tomet r ic precision 

iss es t imated at 0.04 mag. well below the observed var iat ions. 
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Improvementss a l ready m a de to the current system include on-l ine reduct ions and ploi-

11 ing packages to provide rapid feedback to t he observer while at the te lescope, and a technique 

too reduce the dead t ime dur ing readout to a negligible delay is being considered. 

Wee wish 1o thank 1'. Szkody for being involved with the project which provided the data 

forr I- igure 2.5 in advance of pub l ica t ion. \ . Junkkannen for assistance wit h t he observal ions, 

andd S. Wolff and , j . ( ia l lagher for their support of this pro ject. 
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